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Abstract
Sports nutrition is a relatively new discipline; with ~100 published papers/year in the 1990s
to ~3,500+ papers/year today. Historically, sports nutrition research was primarily initiated by
university-based exercise physiologists who developed new methodologies that could be
impacted by nutrition interventions (e.g., carbohydrate/fat oxidation by whole body calorimetry
and muscle glycogen by muscle biopsies). Application of these methods in seminal studies
helped develop current sports nutrition guidelines as compiled in several expert consensus
statements. Despite this wealth of knowledge, a limitation of the current evidence is the lack of
appropriate intervention studies (e.g., randomized controlled clinical trials) in elite athlete
populations that are ecologically valid (e.g., in real-life training and competition settings). Over
the last decade, there has been an explosion of sports science technologies, methodologies and
innovations. Some of these recent advances are field-based, thus providing the opportunity to
accelerate the application of ecologically valid personalized sports nutrition interventions.
Conversely, the acceleration of novel technologies and commercial solutions, especially in the
field of biotechnology and software/app development, has far outstripped the scientific
communities’ ability to validate the effectiveness and utility of the vast majority of these new
commercial technologies. This mini-review will highlight historical and present innovations
with particular focus on technological innovations in sports nutrition that are expected to
advance the field into the future. Indeed, the development and sharing of more “big data”,
integrating field-based measurements, resulting in more ecologically valid evidence for efficacy
and personalized prescriptions, are all future key opportunities to further advance the field of
sports nutrition.

Introduction
Innovation has always been at the forefront of sport. Recent examples include drafting
in cycling, clap skates in speed skating and more recently, carbon plate shoes in running. Sports
nutrition is a relatively young discipline with less than 100 scientific papers published per
year in the early 1990s, to about 3,500 per year today and a myriad of books (Figure 1). Much
of this progress was brought about by exercise physiologists who developed new methods and
technologies within their laboratories (e.g., treadmills and ergometers) at universities around
the world to study trained athletes (e.g., distance runners and cyclists) (2). Next to sports
science, these developments promoted the emergence of another new discipline, that of sports
nutrition. Some of the major innovations and corresponding knowledge milestones for sports
nutrition research, combined with sports science research, are summarized in Figure 2.
In 2003 the International Olympic Committee (IOC) working group on sports nutrition
concluded “The amount, composition and timing of food intake can profoundly affect sports
performance. Good nutritional practice will help athletes train hard, recover quickly and adapt
more effectively with less risk of illness and injury” (3). Nearing two decades later and these
recommendations remain as pertinent. Despite all this progress, excitement and scientific
endeavour, the ability to determine the impact of sports nutrition for different groups of athletes
(e.g., different sports, ethnic groups, sex) is still elusive. For example, there is substantial
evidence for carbohydrate (CHO) ingestion before, during and after exercise (4,5). However, it
is difficult to separate the performance benefits of CHO ingestion per se versus all other
variables during competition (e.g., environment, competition, technology, equipment, and
psychology).
Failure to establish the impact of any sports and exercise science intervention may result
in a decline in recognition of the disciplines role in supporting the health and performance of
athletes. This applies not only to the elite performers but also the young athlete, the exercising

public and the elderly. Therefore, this mini-review will focus on the opportunities to accelerate
knowledge and practice of sports nutrition via the integration of technological innovations. We
first highlight the present knowledge then propose ways of integrating technical advances and
personalized prescription. Particular reference will be given to personalised prescriptions that
are transforming and modernising other life sciences.

The present
Although we primarily think of innovation in sports nutrition as directed at athlete
performance outcomes, we also need to be innovative in our methods of synthesizing and
dispersing research. The sports nutrition research data generated to date, have been compiled
in several consensus documents on general sports (6), team sports (7) and dietary supplements
(8). However, a limitation of the current evidence base informing all sport science and sports
medicine consensus guidelines is the lack of appropriate intervention studies (e.g., randomized
controlled clinical trials) in elite populations (9) that are ecologically valid (e.g., in real-life
training and competition settings). Furthermore, often in practice, sports nutrition
recommendations are retrospective fitted to sports in which the original research was not
completed. For example much of the research to inform “stop-and-go” type sports has primarily
been completed in soccer (10). In addition, a recent audit has identified that across 1,826
nutrition ergogenic supplement studies (featuring 34,889 participants) only 23% of the
participants were women, and only 3 studies (0.5%) implemented “gold-standard” female
specific research methods (11); yet most ergogenic aid guidelines are “assumed” to be ideal for
females as well. Furthermore, in the last 5 years, the focus has shifted from original research to
reviews in the area of sports nutrition. Of the published articles, between 17.6-20.2% have been
reviews (512-570), of which 4.4-6.0 meta-analyses (128-223). Some of this focus on reviews

of all types rather than original research is enforced due to restrictions imposed due to Covid19. However, there is a continuing need for original research in order to advance the discipline.
Consensus meetings and subsequent statements are fundamental in the generation of
expert driven guidelines. Over the past 5 years, consensus statements in Sports Nutrition ranged
between 0.3-0.5% (10-18) of the published articles. Historically, consensus statements, such as
the International Olympic Committee (IOC) consensus on sports supplements (8) are drafted
following in-person meetings of leading medical and scientific content experts. However, it is
appreciated that such meetings can be costly in terms of budget, time and the carbon footprint
of travel. More recently, major consensus statements have implemented remote online
approaches, including the entire 2019 World Athletics (formerly IAAF) Nutrition for Athletics
Consensus Update (featuring over 40 authors across 17 papers, e.g., 12). A remote consensus
approach provides the opportunity to involve a wider contribution on topic guidelines rather
than fewer selected opinion leaders. Establishing online working communication platforms as
well as documents may also allow consensus documents to be updated with greater frequently
or at pace with current literature. In summary, consensus statements informed by original
research and meta-analyses, will require a greater reliance on new digital based approaches,
while also respecting the need for in person meetings amongst experts.

Integrating technical advances to field-based metrics
Most paradigms in sports nutrition have been established using laboratory
experimentation, while neglecting evidence from in situ or field experimentation. This results
in studies with limited ecological validity. In order to establish the efficacy of nutrition
parameters for performance enhancement for all relevant populations, we need to better
understand the competition demands of sport (13). Recent advances in wearable technologies
and real-time monitoring have accelerated the shift in research from the laboratory to the field

in order to enhance ecological validity. This trend poses a real opportunity for all sport science
disciplines, including sports nutrition, to embrace these technological developments. One such
recent example was the implementation of live performance feedback of athletes (during
10,000m, marathon and race-walk events) competing in the heat at Tokyo 2020 (14). Briefly,
the aim of implementing this wireless technology during Tokyo Olympic Games was to help
characterise the physiological and thermal strain experienced by athletes, as well as determine
future management of athletes during a medical emergency as a result of a more timely and
accurate diagnosis. The real-time monitoring comprised a smartwatch application, designed to
collect, process and transmit a wide range of physiological, biomechanical, bioenergetic and
environmental data. This project was a success in terms of technological innovation but also
general acceptance by athletes and sport’s governing bodies. Such projects provide the
opportunity for other new and valid sensors to assess performance- and health-related
parameters particularly relevant to sports nutrition. One example is microfluidic technologies
integrated into wearable patches to provide athletes instant feedback on sweat rate and sweat
composition (15). Wider adoption of such technologies will create more symbiotic relationships
between sport, health and technology by harnessing the unique demands of elite sport (e.g., the
need for unobtrusive devices that provide real-time feedback).
Given their symbiotic relationship, the evolution of sports nutrition and sports science
requires more holistic approaches with input from all major disciplines (e.g., coaching science,
environmental physiology, sports biomechanics), stakeholders, sponsors and interested industry
(16). In recent years, physiology, nutrition, and technical advances have become increasingly
integrated as part of new sport performance innovation strategies. A pertinent example is the
Sub2 marathon project which was a novel proof-of-concept idea motivated by the need to focus
on a holistic approach whilst promoting clean sport (i.e., high performance marathon running
without doping)(16). This was the first dedicated international research initiative launched in

2014 made up of multidisciplinary scientists from academia, elite athletes and strategic industry
partners across many sport science and medicine domains. An exciting Sub2 innovation with
particular sports nutrition focus was the carbohydrate “hydrogel” development. This innovative
concept in sports drinks was tested in elite athletes training in Ethiopia and Kenya. The novel
aspect of the gel was that it allowed runners to ingest and tolerate CHO concentrations much
higher than would normally be possible to ingest while running (e.g., 30% CHO) (17). This was
important because a common challenge for runners is to meet CHO ingestion guidelines without
experiencing gastrointestinal complaints (18). This sports drink was subsequently trialled and
tested in the field with positive response by elite runners during marathons and cyclists in the
tour de France (19). One laboratory-based study has confirmed improved running performance,
greater carbohydrate oxidation and lower GI symptoms following hydrogel ingestion compared
with a standard CHO solution (20). However, other laboratory-based studies have not reported
any of these advantages following hydrogel ingestion compared to the ingestion of
carbohydrate-electrolyte sport beverages (21-23). Nevertheless, it is a great example of sports
nutrition innovation specific to the needs of the sport in the field. The hydrogel innovation was
adopted by both the breaking 2 (24-25) and INEOS 159 (26) projects to break the 2-hour
marathon barrier, a reflection of the perceived value of this putative innovation.
Combining emerging technologies are ideal to better our understanding of performance
and to objectively test the impact of nutritional strategies in laboratory or real performance
environments (Table 1). Such innovations will also allow other sports, beyond the mainly
studied endurance sports cycling and running, to be evaluated in terms of sports nutrition
impact. The utilisation of these technologies, and co-ordinated research, may allow for the rapid
generation of large data sets across many other types of sport that have yet to be included in
sports nutrition research. As such, this approach will i) speed our knowledge of sports that are
difficult to study, ii) gain data from regional populations under-represented in the literature, and

iii) inform the advice of how specific nutrition guidelines maybe transferred to the field.
Accordingly, Table 1 highlights examples of existing and emerging technologies and
methodologies that are “field-based” and relatively non-invasive that may continue to drive and
refine sports nutrition research, interventions and recommendations.
The wearable/technological revolution promises in the near future to improve the ability
to monitor a whole range of physiological parameters in the field. For example, apps, devices
and entire ecosystems are being developed and destined to improve the quality of dietary intake
methods and therefore the accurately of athletes’ daily energy intake (EI) (27). These
technological developments may enable the energy availability (EA) of individual athletes (i.e.,
calculated as EI – EEE/fat free mass) to be more accurately monitored. Correspondingly, a more
comprehensively study of the athlete in situ would be possible. Thus, this approach represents
an unprecedented opportunity to mitigate many unresolved issues in the field of sports nutrition
such as relative energy deficiency in sport (RED-S) (28). Importantly, the recent explosion of
wearable technology/apps/devices with often unsubstantiated claims require quality assurance
standards for wearable devices. Such concerns have prompted the International Federation of
Sports Medicine (FIMS) to create a global standard for wearable devices in sport and fitness
(29-30). Organisations involved in sports nutrition also have the opportunity to engage in
quality assurance processes to safeguard the credibility of the innovations in sports nutrition.

Personalised prescriptions
There is no such thing as an “average” athlete. However, a key question is if there is an
added value of personalised nutrition versus general guidelines? Importantly, technology
innovations will allow the individual response to a sports nutrition intervention to be
determined. For instance, to find the individual recommendation of carbohydrate and fluid
during exercise, we need knowledge about the energy demands of the sport, sweat losses,

gastrointestinal limits, personal taste preferences and every element of the event. This needs to
include research on different sport categories and target groups. This also presents the
opportunity to follow athletes over a longer period of time, without associated human labour or
time costs. For instance, to establish the extent to which an individual responds to different
nutritional interventions, we need to conduct repeated testing in the same individual on several
occasions. And the more complex the sport and its environment, the more test repetitions may
be needed to establish the magnitude of impact of an intervention. It is also imperative that we
determine athlete compliance with prescribed nutritional interventions. Such data will allow the
evaluation of education and behaviour change strategies, which may also provide opportunity
for personalisation.
The research on personalized sports nutrition will undoubtedly be the focus in the near
future due to the technological advances in genomics technologies such as genetic sequencing.
For instance, is has been suggested that the impact of DNA sequencing will become on a par
with that of the microscope (31). Sports nutrition and sports science are encouraged to use these
powerful technologies and to keep up with rapid developments to increase the chances of
finding the best solutions possible. Such technologies are routinely used in biomedical research
and precision medicine applications, such as for cancer, stroke and Alzheimer’s disease, thus
vital lessons can be learned and transferred to sports nutrition. However, it is essential that these
technological developments are not “oversold” and that their application in the field is founded
on evidence-based research and not driven by commercial interests. At present, the use of
genetic testing in both sports nutrition and sports science is at a very early stage. The consensus
in the scientific literature being that genetic testing in sport science has very low clinical utility
and should not be sold (32-33). This is in contrast to the ever-increasing number of companies
selling genetic testing, supported by unfounded claims (32, 34-35). The market value of genetic
testing; USD 10.80 Billion in 2020, is forecast to reach USD 23.14 Billion by 2027 (36).

A more precision-based sports nutrition will also need to consider the other components
of the “omics” cascade in addition to genomics (e.g., transcriptomics, metabolomics,
proteomics, single cell sequencing). Furthermore, such approaches may utilise powerful
bioinformatics methods, such as machine learning and artificial intelligence to integrate the
different layers of biological data required for understanding the functional consequences with
the real time assessment of the “phenome” using 5G and 6G, sensors, devices and applications
(37). The identification of relevant non-invasive biomarkers are attractive to athletes and
practitioners, due to the speed and increased frequency of collection versus traditional blood
draws or questionnaires. However, these technologies should be adopted in accordance with
ethical principles and within national/international regulatory frameworks, which require
further development.

New approaches to fulfil knowledge gaps
Given recent technological breakthroughs, there are exciting opportunities for sports
nutrition research to take gigantic leaps in the near future. Until now, most sports nutrition and
sports physiology studies are performed in controlled laboratory environments and often study
the effect of single nutrients. There is opportunity for sports nutrition research to embrace real
world settings using real solutions and a more holistic approaches, such as performance benefits
of whole foods, whole-body effects of low EA and “targeted nutritional periodisation”. One
example is a study using tracer technologies to compare the effect of whole eggs vs egg whites
on post exercise muscle protein synthesis (38). New study designs should focus on real life
settings that are strictly monitored with use of new technological advances, apps and systems.
As such, with a clear overview of nutritional demands of the sport and individual factors of
impact, the extent of real-life effects of sports nutrition elements can be established.

Beyond the physiological impact of nutrients, there is also opportunity for sports
nutrition research to study of cognitive and mental performance (39). This shift will require
sports nutrition researchers and nutritionists to adopt and further develop technological
methods to allow the psychobiological determinants of performance to better defined. New
research paradigms and technologies could revolutionise sports nutrition research from small
landmark studies of the 1960s with mainly the authors as subjects taking muscle biopsies on
themselves (40), to the use of big data and collaboration between large groups of researchers.
Examples of the latter are studies identifying genes implicated in hand grip strength involving
over 195,000 subjects (41) or investigating the effects of age, body composition, and sex on
total expenditure by the doubly labelled water method in 6,421 participants from 29 countries
(42). The field of sports nutrition has the opportunity to adopt such collaborative practices
combined with the application of the new and established technologies (see Table 1). It is
reasonable to suggest that this approach will inevitably become the mainstay of personalised
medicine, where treating the individual will be the norm rather than the average. If sports
nutrition can embrace these challenges, it will thrive as an essential discipline and its relevance
recognised in other fields (43).

Limitations/perspectives
While innovations are necessary and appealing, there needs to be a considered approach
to implementation. Soon almost any parameter will be able to be measured or inferred, yet the
use of such data especially during live performances remains to be explored. There also seems
to be a trend towards 24/7 observations (e.g., Apple watch, Oura ring, WHOOP, Biostrap).
Caution is encouraged when moving from too little or no assessment to over monitored and
scheduled, as a result of too much feedback and reliance on devices. For instance, the athlete
should be focussing on racing/competition, not on heart rate or temperature or non-validated

feedback directly from a device. Tracking may also be potentially stressful (44), albeit this
remains to be determined in athlete populations. When evolving sports nutrition research with
new technological advances, it is important to continuously question the application to practice
as well as the reliability and reliance of devices.

Conclusions
Innovation is at the core of sports nutrition research and has pushed the field forward even
before sports nutrition was recognized as a separate discipline. We are at a critical juncture in
the evolution of this discipline primed to utilize new technologies to support the success of
specific sports and individual athletes. Sharing data in new and more efficient ways, integrating
field based physiological measures, and personalized prescriptions are key opportunities to
advance sports nutrition. However, technological advances should not be used in haste and
must first be evaluated to determine their functionality and value to the athletes health and
performance.
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Figure and table legends

Figure 1. Publications in Pubmed using the search term “Sports Nutrition” as of December,
2021 (1).

Figure 2. Timeline of key innovations in Sports Nutrition and their respective influence on the
field. *Including: genomics, transcriptomics, metabolomics, proteomics, phenomics, and other
related omics (e.g., epigenomics).

Table 1. Examples of existing or potential "in field" non-invasive technologies or
methodologies that may drive current or future nutrition studies, interventions and/or
recommendations. Note: Some identified technologies / methodologies continue to have
construct validity challenges and require further research validation.
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